SANITRAX-SINK
One of the most sustainable mobile hygienic systems
on the market today, this eight-person sink module
comes equipped with water saving taps and a sewage
connection that relies on a proven vacuum flush
design powered by Jets™ technology. Washing your
hands at a festival or event will never be the same
again!
The sink module is equipped with eight individual,
stylishly designed sinks, eight water saving taps, four
soap dispensers, two integrated paper towel
dispensers or hand dryers, four integrated paper bins,
and two huge full-size stainless steel mirrors. Inside
the module there is enough space for extra paper
towels and soap — so you don’t run out or forget to
bring to the event. The sink module is lit with
recessed, waterproof LED lights which provide ample
lighting as well as a high quality look.
No special tools are required for set up. The small
containerized modules make set-up quick and simple
with their highly flexible arrangement, regardless of onsite logistics. The galvanized heavy forklift-proof frame
and ISO standard corner fittings make the modules
very easy and safe to transport and maneuver with a
forklift or crane for unloading, placing, leveling, and
loading.
The collapsible design provide easy, safe, and
economical transport. Every four foot section of
truckbed accommodates two modules, thus 16
individual sinks per four feet. This enables a 53’ trailer
to load 22 modules for a total of 176 sink positions.
This allows event organizers to provide dependable,
high-end, high volume sanitation facilities to their
visitors, each and every time.

SPECIFICATIONS
High-end sustainable sink for high
capacity needs Part of a complete modular
solution: toilets, urinals, sinks and showers
Strong and sustainable design Simple,
safe, economic transport and loading
KEY
Proven vacuum technology by Jets(TM)
FEATURES:
Flexible on-site placement possibilities Fullsize stainless mirrors Offers great user
comfort Hygienic "one-form" sink
Integrated towel dispensers or hand dryers
Power-saving LED lights
255 x 120 x 145 cm (folded) 235 cm (in
DIMENSONS use) 8.37 x 3.94 x 4.76 ft (folded) 7.71 ft
(in use)
FRAME

Galvanized steel

WEIGHT

1650 lbs.

SINK

Fiberglass, vacuum powered

POWER

12V

STANDARD:

8 water saving taps 4 soap dispensers 2
towel dispensers or hand dryers

INSTALLATION
Not needed
TOOLS
Specifications may vary.
Contact Deployed Resources
for more information.

